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Existing observations of Uranus and Neptune’s
fundamental physical properties can be fitted with
a wide range of interior models. A key parameter
in these models is the bulk rock:ice ratio and
models broadly fall into ice-dominated (ice giant)
and rock-dominated (rock giant) categories. Here we
consider how observations of Neptune’s atmospheric
temperature and composition (H2, He, D/H, CO,
CH4, H2O, and CS) can provide further constraints.
The tropospheric CO profile in particular is highly
diagnostic of interior ice content, but is also
controversial, with deep values ranging from zero
to 0.5 parts per million. Most existing CO profiles
imply extreme O/H enrichments of >250 times solar
composition, thus favouring an ice giant. However,
such high O/H enrichment is not consistent with
D/H observations for a fully mixed and equilibrated
Neptune. CO and D/H measurements can be
reconciled if there is incomplete interior mixing (ice
giant) or if tropospheric CO has a solely external
source and only exists in the upper troposphere
(rock giant). An interior with more rock than ice
is also more compatible with likely outer solar
system ice sources. We primarily consider Neptune,
but similar arguments apply to Uranus, which has
comparable C/H and D/H enrichment, but no
observed tropospheric CO. While both ice and rock
dominated models are viable, we suggest a rock
giant provides a more consistent match to available
atmospheric observations.
c  The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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The internal structure of giant planets is key to understanding how the solar system formed2
and evolved over the last 4.6 billion years. While multiple spacecraft have visited Jupiter and3
Saturn - including the Galileo, Juno, and Cassini orbiters - the Voyager 2 flybys of Uranus4
in 1986 and Neptune in 1989 remain the only spacecraft visits to the icy giants. Information5
from a single spacecraft flyby combined with subsequent remote observations provide a fairly6
limited dataset in terms of constraining a planet’s internal structure, but some interpretations can7
be inferred from Uranus and Neptune’s fundamental physical properties. Voyager 2 provided8
the first accurate mass, radius, bulk density, and low-order gravitational harmonics for Uranus9
and Neptune [1–4]. Early interpretations of planetary bulk densities of 1.3 kg m 3 for Uranus10
and 1.6 kg m 3 for Neptune suggested interiors dominated by ices [5,6], although the non-11
uniqueness of constraints on the interior was considerable, and rock-dominated interiors are12
also possible [7–10]. The Voyager 2 data have since been reanalysed and augmented with stellar13
occultations and observations of the orbits of Uranus and Neptune’s moons and rings to provide14
more stringent constraints (reviewed in [9]). While it is clear that Uranus and Neptune have a high15
fraction of heavy elements, with an overall metallicity mass fraction in the range 0.7–0.9 [9], it is16
still unclear whether rock or ice is the dominant component. Therefore, Uranus and Neptune’s17
internal structure remains elusive despite decades of observation and modelling. Uranus and18
Neptune could either be rock giants or ice giants, which has important implications for both their19
formation and the formation of the solar system as a whole.20
Voyager 2 observations of Uranus and Neptune’s magnetic fields indicate highly non-dipolar21
structures [11–14]. Such fields may suggest dynamo action is limited to a conducting near-surface22
layer [15]. This additionally constrains Uranus and Neptune’s interiors by requiring some kind23
of conducting fluid layer to support dynamo action [16]. In the case of an ice giant this could be a24
superionic form of water ice that exists at high temperature and pressure [17]. In the case of a rock25
giant, magma dynamos such as those hypothesised on super-earths, might be a possibility [18].26
However, even though silica is conductive at high pressure, it is most likely to be solid at the27
high pressures of a planetary core [19]. Mixtures of hydrogen and silicate present in some models28
[20] might have lower melting points, but it is unknown if they could support dynamo action in29
Uranus or Neptune’s interior because of the wide range of possible conditions and limited high30
pressure and temperature laboratory data.31
Many studies have combined observations of fundamental physical properties and high-32
pressure thermodynamic equations of state to infer Uranus and Neptune’s internal structures33
[6–8,21–23]. These model-data fits are highly non-unique, but can be split into two main types34
representing either ice giant or rock giant scenarios [8]. Here we define ice and rock giants as35
having a rock:ice ratio less than or greater than unity respectively. Ice giant models typically36
have an outer gas envelope of hydrogen and helium, an intermediate region dominated by37
ices, and a small core of silicates, iron, and nickel. Such models are up to 90% ice. Rock giant38
models also have an outer hydrogen/helium gas envelope, but have a bulk interior dominated39
by silicates mixed with hydrogen/helium along with some ices. These models are up to 70% rock.40
An ice giant interpretation is currently favoured in the literature. However, an important source41
of uncertainty is that interiors dominated by rock mixed with light elements such as hydrogen42
have a similar density to ice mixtures, so could also fit the observed physical properties [5,8].43
An additional complication is that, while simple models with distinct layers are appealing, they44
are not required to fit the observations. Recent work shows there may be significant mixing near45
internal interfaces, leading to more continuous density profiles [9,20,22]. This widens the range46
of possible internal structures significantly and leaves open the question of whether silicate-gas47
mixtures or ice mixtures dominate Uranus and Neptune’s interiors [9,24–26].48
In summary, there are a wide suite of interior models for Uranus and Neptune, both ice-49
and rock-dominated, with sharp or gradual layer transitions, but none are definitively preferred50
by observations of fundamental physical properties. This is severely unconstrained - even by51
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planetary science standards - and leaves both Uranus and Neptune’s origin and the evolution52
of the outer solar system open to rampant speculation. This uncertainty is one of the major53
motivations for a new ice giant mission [27–30]. In this review we take an alternative approach by54
considering if atmospheric observations can provide further insight into internal structure. For55
Uranus, the atmospheric observations provide less of a constraint than on Neptune as there are56
currently no detections of tropospheric carbon monoxide on Uranus [31], which is an important57
part of the ice-giant case. Therefore, we primarily focus on Neptune in this review, but revisit58
Uranus briefly in the discussion.59
2. Atmospheric observations and implications60
Here we consider what can be inferred about Neptune’s interior from atmospheric remote sensing61
of the outermost gas envelope layer; either from spacecraft, space-telescopes, or ground-based62
observatories. Low frequency radio and microwave observations have the ability to probe deepest63
in the atmosphere. For example, ground based measurements at centimetre wavelengths with the64
VLA at can probe down to 10’s of bars [32,33] and Juno’s microwave radiometer observations65
of Jupiter are sensitive to pressures of up to 1 kbar [34]. These measurements constrain the deep66
abundances of NH3, H2S, and H2O, but can contain ambiguities due to limitations on current67
laboratory spectroscopic data, interference from synchrotron emission, non-uniqueness in the68
interpretation, and uncertainties in the deep temperature profile [35,36]. Observations at shorter69
wavelengths have less of these difficulties, but such observations are limited to pressures of less70
than ⇠10 bar: i.e., the troposphere, stratosphere, and mesosphere. This is well above the major71
water cloud layer and well mixed region [26,37], so is not ideal for probing the internal structure.72
Nevertheless, it is what we have available, and with caution some important insights can be73
gained.74
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Figure 1. Neptune’s atmosphere. (a) Temperature profiles measured by radio occultation and infra-red spectroscopy,
illustrating ⇠5K uncertainty in global mean tropospheric temperature. (b) Eddy mixing profiles constrained by heat
flux, composition profiles, and photochemical modelling. All photochemical models require low minimum mixing rates
somewhere in the lower stratosphere or upper troposphere (0.01–1 bar), but the location of that minimum is unconstrained.
This leads to variations in possible upper troposphere mixing rates of over five orders of magnitude. (c) Observed lapse
rate ( dT/dz) using a composite T(p) profile, compiled from [38] and [39] by [25], compared to the calculated lapse
rate [37]. A low observed lapse rate in the upper troposphere suggests reduced mixing and a radiative convective
boundary at ⇠1 bar.
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Temperature and vertical mixing are fundamental atmospheric properties and must be76
considered before attempting to interpret other atmospheric observations. Neptune’s nominal77
temperature profile was determined from Voyager 2’s radio occultation, covering pressures from78
0.35 mbar to 6.3 bar [38,40]. However, there is a degeneracy between temperature and the79
mean molecular mass of the atmosphere, which introduces uncertainty into the radio occultation80
inversion; in particular the assumed methane abundance, the He/H2 ratio, and the presence81
of other gases such as nitrogen [40]. Neptune’s rotation period is also not well constrained [9],82
which affects hydrostatic equilibrium calculations used in the radio occultation inversion and83
introduces further uncertainties [38]. Subsequently, further temperature measurements of the84
upper troposphere and stratosphere were inferred from infrared spectroscopic observations (for85
example [39,41,42]), but these suffer from low vertical resolution and also depend on the assumed86
atmospheric composition. A comparison between different studies reveals an uncertainty in the87
temperature profile of around 5 K [43,44]. Figure 1a compares various nominal temperature88
profiles and shows the ⇠5 K variation. There is also evidence for temperature variations with89
latitude due to differences in insolation and circulation, particularly at the poles [45].90
Total emitted flux measurements show that Neptune emits ⇠2.6 times the energy it receives91
from the Sun [46]. This is the highest of any planet in the solar system and requires a92
significant internal heat source driving vigorous convection up to the observable layers. The93
high energy emission can be used to estimate the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient Kz94
from mixing length theory; implying Kz⇠108 cm2s 1 in the troposphere [44,47]. However,95
as the condensable species on Neptune have a higher molar mass than the surrounding96
atmosphere, it is possible that inhibition of moist convection could occur at pressure levels97
where condensation is active. For example, in the methane condensation region (⇠1–2 bar), and98
also deeper where water condenses (⇠100-1000 bar) [48–50]. Mixing in the upper atmosphere99
can be constrained to ⇠2–50⇥106 cm2s 1 from hydrocarbon vertical profiles retrieved from the100
Voyager ultraviolet occultations [51,52] and from Voyager ultraviolet emission observations of101
the helium 584 Å line [53]. Between the upper atmosphere and lower stratosphere, mixing can102
be inferred by comparing observed hydrocarbon profiles to those predicted by photochemical103
models [52,54–57]. Numerous photochemically produced hydrocarbons have been detected in104
Neptune’s atmosphere, including C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, C3H4, C3H8, and C4H2 [37,57,58], which105
can be used for this purpose. Photochemical models require a relatively low eddy diffusion106
coefficient somewhere in the lower stratosphere or upper troposphere to prevent excessive loss107
of stratospheric hydrocarbons by mixing into the deep interior, but have little sensitivity to what108
is happening below that minimum. Figure 1b compares eddy diffusions profiles from various109
studies. Typically a value of Kz=108 cm2s 1 is adopted throughout the troposphere [59], with the110
minimum eddy diffusion coefficient occurring in the lower stratosphere, although this is probably111
too gross a simplification. The most recent photochemical models arbitrarily extend the mixing112
minimum into the troposphere [57,60], but model results are generally not sensitive to this lower113
boundary condition. Therefore, mixing in the upper troposphere is currently not well constrained,114
either by photochemical model comparisons or the emitted heat flux.115
Further insight into mixing can be gained by comparing the measured tropospheric lapse116
rate to that expected from adiabatic advection [25]. If the measured lapse rate is greater than117
the adiabatic lapse rate then the atmosphere can be expected to be unstable with significant118
mixing occurring. In the region of methane condensation (⇠1–2 bar), it is not currently possible119
to determine a precise pressure level where the temperature profile becomes super-adiabatic120
because of uncertainties in Neptune’s methane vertical profile [48] and the co-dependence of the121
derived temperature profile on assumed atmospheric mean molecular mass [38,40]. However, an122
approximate comparison can still be made. Figure 1c compares the observed lapse rate ( dT/dz)123
from the composite temperature profile in [25], which is a combination of the radio occultation124
[38] and infra-red [39] temperature profiles, with the calculated dry adiabatic lapse rate (DALR)125
and saturated adiabatic lapse rate (SALR) for a H2/He/CH4 atmosphere [37]. The observed lapse126
rate is less than both the calculated DALR and SALR for pressures below ⇠1 bar, indicating127
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that vigorous mixing is unlikely in the uppermost troposphere (⇠0.1–1 bar), no matter the CH4128
saturation state of the atmosphere. This suggests a radiative convective (R-C) boundary, where129
the majority of thermal emission originates, occurs at ⇠1 bar on Neptune. This is compatible with130
potentially suppressed moist convection caused by methane condensation [48]. Furthermore, as131
noted by [25] the brightness temperature of Neptune at 100 µm is ⇠60 K [41], suggesting an132
emission level of 0.5–1 bar and placing the R-C boundary at a similar level. These inferences133
based on lapse rate are also entirely consistent with reduced mixing in the upper troposphere as134
suggested by the non-detection of disequilibrium species PH3 in the upper troposphere [25].135
(b) Composition136
(i) He/H2137
Neptune’s observable atmosphere is primarily hydrogen and helium [61,62]. The He/H2 ratio138
was found to be 0.15±0.03 by volume for a nominal nitrogen abundance of 0.003 using a139
combination of Voyager 2 radio occultation and InfraRed Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIS)140
observations [63]. This is close to the protosolar He/H2 ratio of 0.17 [64] and may suggest H2141
and He gas were captured directly from the solar nebula. However, [63] show that nitrogen142
abundances from 0–0.006 can also provide reasonable fits to the Voyager IRIS spectra, resulting143
in possible He/H2 ratios of 0.08–0.22 by volume and leaving open the possibility that Neptune144
could have sub-solar or super-solar He/H2. Nevertheless, the fact that Neptune’s atmosphere145
is primarily composed of hydrogen and helium implies Neptune had to reach sufficient size146
for direct gravitational accretion fairly rapidly, because the lifetime of the protosolar nebula is147
estimated at 10 Myr [26,65]. Therefore, the hydrogen and helium abundance do not discriminate148
between ice and rock giant interior structures, but are important when considering hydrogen149
sources for interpretation of the D/H and O/H observations.150
(ii) C/H from CH4151
On Neptune methane does not condense until ⇠1–2 bar, meaning that the abundance at higher152
pressures can be considered representative of Neptune’s interior, assuming the interior is fully153
mixed. Neptune’s tropospheric methane varies significantly with latitude, but has a globally-154
averaged volume mixing ratio of ⇠2–5% for pressures deeper than the condensation level [66–69].155
This large range of abundances shows that, even below the condensation level, condensible156
species can exhibit considerable variation due to atmospheric dynamics. Dynamics is also thought157
to cause the large variations in Jupiter’s ammonia distribution recently observed at ⇠10 bar158
by Juno [70,71]. These variations increase the uncertainty on Neptune’s deep CH4 abundance159
and raise doubts about how representative the measured CH4 abundance really is of interior160
composition. Nevertheless, CH4 is the major carrier of carbon in Neptune’s atmosphere and,161
if its abundance is representative of the interior, implies a C/H enrichment of 50–100 times162
solar [64]. To date this remains the most reliable and direct indicator of elemental enrichment163
in Neptune [26], despite the large uncertainties.164
(iii) D/H from H2165
The D/H ratio is also an important indicator of interior composition and formation [26,166
72]. Enrichment in Neptune’s D/H ratio compared to solar composition is thought to be167
due to a significant fraction of enriched protoplanetary ices being mixed into Neptune’s168
interior fluid envelope. D/H in Neptune’s atmosphere is 4.1±0.4⇥10 5, derived from Herschel169
observations of hydrogen [24]. This is around twice as enriched as the protosolar ratio of170
(D/H)proto=2.25±0.35⇥10 5 inferred from observations of Jupiter by ISO and Cassini [73,74].171
Present day ice reservoirs, including icy moons, comets, and Kuiper belt objects (KBOs), have172
variable D/H in the range (D/H)ices=15–60⇥10 5 [26,75–77]. Deriving an interior ice fraction173
from Neptune’s D/H ratio is not straight forward and depends on many assumptions. Consider174
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a simple case where we assume: 1) present day ices have similar D/H ratios to neptunesimals175
(planetesimals which formed Neptune); 2) Neptune has a rocky core overlain by an interior176
fluid envelope and an outer gaseous fluid envelope; 3) the neptunesimals’ rock component is177
sequestered into the planetary core; and 4) the neptunesimals’ ice component is well mixed and178
thermodynamically equilibrated between Neptune’s internal fluid and outer gaseous envelopes,179
such that the measured D/H ratio is representative of the interior. In this case we can estimate the180



















where, x is the mole fraction of H2 accreted directly from the protosolar nebula, (1  x) is the mole
fraction of H2 supplied by ices (in the form of water), and (D/H)env is the observed atmospheric
value. Under the above assumptions this implies x=0.85–0.97, i.e., <15% ice by mole fraction. This
can be used to infer an envelope value for O/H = (1  x)/(2x+ 2(1  x)), i.e. atoms of O from
H2O / atoms of H from H2 and H2O. The overall relation between D/H and O/H in Neptune’s



































corresponding to (O/H)env=0.02–0.07. This implies an O/H enrichment in Neptune of 30–130182
times the solar O/H value of 5.4⇥10 4 [64] in the fluid envelope (i.e., not including the core if183
present). However, if there were incomplete mixing and equilibration in the interior, the deep184
D/H ratio could be much greater than that in the observable atmosphere. In this case the185
proportion of ice in the interior fluid envelope could be much larger.186
One argument against incomplete mixing and equilibration is that Uranus’ D/H ratio of187
4.4±0.4⇥10 5 is very similar to Neptune’s [24], despite very different internal heat fluxes [46,78]188
and different internal structures [9,10]. Neptune has a bulk density of 1.6 kg m 3 and Uranus189
is slightly less dense with a bulk density of 1.3 kg m 3 [9]. If both planets were formed from190
similar ices, but in different amounts as indicated by their different densities, and had different191
internal mixing/equilibration states, the similarity of their D/H ratios would be quite a strange192
coincidence.193
(iv) O/H from CO, H2O and CS194
Neptune’s atmospheric carbon monoxide has implications for both external sources and internal195
bulk composition. As a result, CO has received much observational attention, and has been196
determined from sub-mm ground-based and space-based telescope observations by many studies197
[25,39,42–44,79,80]. In sub-mm spectra, CO emission cores are sensitive to the stratospheric198
abundance, whereas wide absorption wings are sensitive to tropospheric abundance, allowing199
some details of the CO vertical profile to be determined. Nominal abundances of ⇠1 ppm (parts200
per million) CO in the stratosphere and ⇠0.1 ppm in the troposphere are required to fit the201
observed spectra. However, there is significant variation between the different studies (Figure 2)202
and a consensus on tropospheric abundance has not yet been achieved.203
The least controversial aspect of Neptune’s CO profile is that there is a significant amount,204
⇠1–2 ppm, in the stratosphere at millibar pressures. The fact that the stratospheric abundance is205
greater than the tropospheric abundance implies that Neptune’s stratospheric CO must have an206
external origin [79]. Neptune’s stratospheric H2O abundance of ⇠1.5–3.5 ppb (parts per billion)207
[81] must also have an external origin as water condenses deep in Neptune’s interior at ⇠100–208
1000 bar, depending on the deep temperature profile. However, if both CO and H2O are from209
the same external source it is not possible to explain the three orders of magnitude abundance210
difference with a steady state flux of ices, interplanetary dust, or micrometeorites [82]. The most211
plausible way to explain the stratospheric CO-H2O discrepancy is if Neptune experienced a large212
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Figure 2. Neptune’s CO profile. A comparison of recent studies shows a wide range of CO profiles can fit sub-mm spectra
of Neptune. In the stratosphere at ⇠1 mbar there is a broadly consistent 1–2 ppm abundance, but in the troposphere there
are inconsistent results ranging from 0–0.5 ppm, indicating the deep CO profile is poorly constrained.
kilometre-scale comet impact in the last few hundred to a thousand years and that most of the213
cometary H2O was converted to CO by shock chemistry [79,82,83]. This is supported by recent214
observations of CS in Neptune’s upper stratosphere in trace amounts (20–200 parts per trillion)215
[83]. CS is a shock chemistry product and was observed in Jupiter’s stratosphere after the impact216
of SL9 [84]. The stratospheric CO abundance is thus not relevant to understanding Neptune’s217
interior, but its presence does complicate the interpretation of atmospheric composition.218
Neptune’s tropospheric CO does have important implications for the internal composition219
and O/H enrichment, but is sadly much more controversial. Some interpretations have deep220
tropospheric CO as high as 0.5 ppm [44,79,80], whereas others are consistent with no CO in221
the deep troposphere [25,44]. The issue is that tropospheric CO is derived from wide CO line-222
wing absorption, which only provides moderate constraints on the CO profile and may not223
provide information about pressures higher than ⇠1 bar or so. This is because the line-wing224
profile caused by tropospheric CO is degenerate with the uncertain tropospheric temperature225
profile. Furthermore, many studies have required multiple observations to be stitched together226
to give enough frequency range to cover the entire wing region (e.g., [44,79,80]), which can227
introduce baseline shifts and cause additional uncertainties. The exact CO pressure sensitivity228
also strongly depends on the uncertain temperature profile and assumptions about the form of the229
CO profile itself, making the problem highly non-unique [25]. Given the under-constrained nature230
of the problem, simple step-type functions are often used to fit the observations with only three231
parameters: tropospheric abundance; stratospheric abundance; and transition pressure. These232
profiles are surprisingly good at fitting the observations to within error, but are not likely to233
be realistic representations of Neptune’s CO profile and extreme caution must be used when234
interpreting them - especially the deep abundance. However, at least some CO must be present in235
the upper troposphere to explain the observed CO line-wing absorptions and there are currently236
two hypotheses about the tropospheric CO profile.237
The first and most widely adopted hypothesis is that significant CO exists throughout
Neptune’s troposphere, well mixed by vigorous convection from the deep interior up to the
tropopause [44,79,85]. In thermochemical equilibrium, the mixing ratio of CO is controlled by
the net reaction [86]:
CO + 3H2 ⌦CH4 +H2O (2.3)
In the cold upper troposphere, the right-hand-side of reaction (2.3) is strongly favoured, and238
CO is not expected to be present in anywhere near observable abundances if thermochemical239
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equilibrium prevails. However, at high temperatures (>1000 K) in the deep troposphere240
(>1000 bar), the thermochemical equilibrium abundance of CO is many orders of magnitude241
larger. To explain ⇠0.1 ppm levels of upper tropospheric CO from an interior source, the242
atmosphere cannot be in thermochemical equilibrium. Instead, models require a large interior243
O/H enrichment combined with rapid advection of deep-tropospheric gases, allowing the CO244
mixing ratio to be quenched at a deep-atmosphere abundance and reaction (2.3) to cease being245
effective because of the reduced reaction rate at lower temperatures [44,85–87]. For this to happen246
the mixing timescale must be much less than the loss timescale [44]. The required magnitude of247
O/H enrichment relative to solar composition depends on details of the chemical scheme, but248
ranges from 250–650 [44,85,86,88], with an O/H enrichment of ⇠250 being inferred in the most249
recent study [88].250
The second and more fringe hypothesis is that CO only exists in the upper troposphere, at251
pressures of a few bar or less [25]. In this case tropospheric CO is sourced from the same external252
comet as the stratospheric CO, not from the deep interior. This allows fitting of the sub-mm253
spectra without the need for extreme interior O/H enrichment. However, for this to be viable254
there cannot be vigorous mixing right up to the tropopause, or the upper tropospheric CO would255
be lost by mixing into the deep interior.256
To illustrate the non-uniqueness of spectroscopic sensitivity to tropospheric CO we performed257
a synthetic retrieval test. We define an atmospheric model based on [25] with a CO profile that258
has no CO at pressures greater than 1 bar (Figure 3a), representative of an external source only259
profile [25]. The 1 bar pressure cut-off was chosen to be consistent with the approximate location260
of the radiative-convective boundary; it is plausible that the abundance of externally sourced CO261
could be relatively stable at lower pressures than this, but at higher pressures external CO would262
be lost to the deep interior via vigourous tropospheric mixing. A synthetic spectrum was then263
generated using the NEMESIS retrieval code [90] for the 115 GHz CO (1-0) line, which is the264
lowest frequency rotational CO line that prob s the deepest in Neptune’s atmosphere (Figure 3b).265
Random Gaussian noise was applied to this spectrum with a standard deviation of 1/1000th the266
continuum level (i.e., signal-to-noise = 1000), which is the dynamic range limit of ALMA, the267
highest sensitivity sub-mm observatory currently available. This observation then represents a268
best-case scenario for determining the deep CO profile. The CO profile was then inverted from269
the synthetic spectrum using three types of parameterised profiles: a simple step as commonly270
used in the literature; a step with a gradient instead of a sharp transition; and an external profile271
with an upper tropospheric gradient and zero deep abundance. Both gradient profiles could272
adequately fit the synthetic spectrum within errors, but the simple step slightly under-fits the273
line wings. However, if small perturbations to the temperature profiles within the 5 K uncertainty274
were allowed (Figure 3c) then the simple step could fully fit the synthetic spectrum to within275
errors (Figure 3d). Furthermore, if a slightly lower but still impressive signal-to-noise of 500 was276
obtained, the step function would be entirely consistent with the measurement without the need277
for any temperature profile adjustments. The same problem exists the other way around, i.e., an278
external gradient profile could fit a synthetic made with a step function to within errors. This279
illustrates the non-uniqueness of obtaining a CO profile on Neptune and explains why there are280
such a wide range of profiles in the literature. Even with ideal observations, an unrepresentative281
CO profile can give an excellent fit to the data and provide misleading information about deep282
CO abundance. The real atmosphere is likely to have some amount of disequilibrium CO being283
dredged up from the interior, but existing observations are unable to constrain this amount.284
3. Interpretation of atmospheric observations285
Implications from individual atmospheric observations are often inconsistent and difficult to286
fit into a single formation model [24,91,92]. Here we consider each of the ice and rock giant287
interior models and determine what is required to incorporate the atmospheric observations into288
a self-consistent theory. Figure 4 attempts to illustrate the implications of existing atmospheric289
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Figure 3. CO (1-0) line sensitivity test. (a) Reference profile used to generate the synthetic spectrum along with best
fitting step and gradient profiles. (b) Fits to synthetic data using different profile parameterisations. All profiles provide
a reasonable fit to the spectrum, although the step profile under-fits the line wings. (c) A slight adjustment to the
temperature profile and step profile transition pressure can drastically improve the fit to the spectrum (d), even though the
parameterisation is not representative of the true profile. This illustrates the non-uniqueness of the observations and the
challenge of obtaining accurate CO profiles from remote sensing.  2/n is the reduced chi-squared misfit and should be
around unity for a fit consistent with measurement uncertainties [89].  R is the difference between synthetic data and
fitted spectra.
observations for Neptune’s interior composition and how they could fit into ice- or rock-290
dominated interior models. The interdependence of using atmospheric constraints, both on each291
other and on uncertain assumptions, results in a rather complex and confusing picture. Both rock292
and ice giants with various degrees of interior mixing can fit the observed fundamental physical293
properties, which further adds to the uncertainty.294
(a) Ice giant295
The conventional model of Neptune (and Uranus) is an ice giant, where the interior comprises a296
large fraction of ices (up to 90% by mass), mostly in the form of water ice. The ice giant model297
has the advantage of having a large reservoir of interior water, that could act as a conductor for298
driving the magnetic dynamo. The large fraction of ice is also compatible with extreme O/H299
enrichment, providing an internal source for tropospheric CO.300
However, there are significant problems with having a planet with this much ice. The main301
issue is that if the interior is fully mixed and equilibrated, the inferred O/H enrichment from302
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D/H and CO observations are incompatible. O/H enrichment is inferred to be ⇠30–130 from the303
observed D/H ratio, whereas O/H enrichment >250 is inferred based on a deep tropospheric304
CO mixing ratio of >0.1 ppm. This must be reconciled somehow and there are currently three305
potential explanations that could be invoked to solve this for the ice giant scenario.306
The first solution is if the neptunesimals were depleted in deuterium compared to present day307
ices and that these exotic ices are no longer present in the solar system, with the justification being308
that they were all used during planet formation. This seems highly unlikely as it relies on ices that309
have not been observed anywhere in the solar system and would even be depleted in deuterium310
compared to Earth’s oceans.311
A second and more plausible solution is that the interior of Neptune is not completely mixed,312
so that the measured atmospheric D/H ratio is not representative of the bulk planet. However,313
the similarity of D/H ratios on Uranus and Neptune [24] is then very difficult to explain if the314
planets experienced different degrees of mixing, as suggested by their different densities [5,6] and315
very different heat fluxes [46,78], except by coincidence.316
A third alternative is if Neptune formed on the CO ice line. Initial modelling using a static317
protosolar nebula and a simplified instantaneous condensation scheme suggested that outward318
diffusion of CO vapour driven by a steep concentration gradient near the ice line, coupled with319
inward migration of icy pebbles due to gas drag, could result in a high density of CO-rich320
pebbles at the ice line [93]. If Neptune formed at the ice line then these CO-rich pebbles could321
explain Neptune’s large internal CO source without requiring excessive overall O/H enrichment322
or H2O abundance [93]. However, the CO ice line location is very sensitive to rapidly evolving323
disc conditions [94], with a general tendency to move inwards as the solar nebula cools [95], so324
considering disc evolution timescales is essential [96]. Recent modelling of condensation rates325
in the protosolar nebula also shows that production of solids near the ice line is less efficient326
than previously thought [96], making it difficult to form Neptune at this location effectively.327
Furthermore, it would be very difficult to form both Neptune and Uranus this way because the328
ice line would have to migrate from one planet forming location to the other, but remain stable329
for long enough to build planets in each location, making this scenario even less likely if Neptune330
and Uranus have similar internal compostions. For Neptune to form on the CO ice line, timescales331
for planet formation, subsequent planet migration, and ice line evolution must all be compatible,332
which is difficult to achieve in current models [92,96].333
(b) Rock giant334
In the rock giant model of Neptune, there are still significant quantities of ice in the interior,335
but most of the heavy elements are supplied by rock instead of ice. The rock giant model has336
the advantage that Neptune can be formed from more conventional objects with similar rock-ice337
ratios to Pluto, giant planet moons, and KBOs. KBOs appear to have a wide range of relative338
ice compositions from almost pure rock to almost pure ice with smaller objects tending to have339
lower densities suggesting they are more ice-rich [97]. For example a large object such as Pluto340
has a relatively high rock:ice ratio of ⇠3:1 [98]. Recent observations and modelling show that a341
rock fraction of ⇠0.7 can in fact fit many of these objects, with variations in porosity explaining342
the density-size trend rather than variations in ice content [99]. If Neptune were formed from343
such objects the interior would be rock-dominated and have a much lower O/H enrichment,344
perhaps around 30–130 times solar. A lower O/H enrichment would also be more consistent345
with the 50–100 C/H enrichment, assuming typical Neptune formation scenarios, except those346
in which the heavy elements derive from clathrate hydrates (e.g., [100]). Another advantage of a347
rock giant is that the reduced fractional content of ice means that the D/H ratio can be explained348
with primordial ices with a similar D/H enrichment to present day solar system ices, even in the349
case of complete internal mixing, which allows a greater range of realistic formation scenarios350
[9]. Additionally, sequestering significant quantities of rocky material in the cores of Uranus and351
Neptune during planet formation could potentially explain the deficit of refractory material in352
the surface of the Sun compared to similar stars without planets [101].353
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However, a rock giant interpretation would be at odds with significant tropospheric CO354
reported by many studies. This could be resolved if CO from a major external source has been355
slowly transported down from high altitudes to the upper troposphere near the ⇠1 bar region356
before being removed by faster convective mixing below that level, with the internal source itself357
remaining much smaller than 0.1 ppm. An accurate CO profile is essential to test this possibility.358
Another potential problem with a rock giant is how to create the magnetic field, which requires359
a conductive medium in the interior to support dynamo action. Possibilities include a shallow360
conductive water-rich layer, sourced from the ice component of the rock-ice neptunesimals, or a361
conductive silicate-hydrogen mixture of some kind.362
(c) Summary of interior constraints363
From the schematic in Figure 4 it is evident that there are four key unknowns, which are essential364
to fully interpret atmospheric observations in terms of Neptune’s interior:365
• The deep extent of CO beyond the upper troposphere, which determines the bulk O/H366
enrichment.367
• The tropospheric eddy mixing profile, which determines how the CO profile is368
interpreted.369
• The extent of internal mixing and equilibration within Neptune, which determines how370
representative atmospheric measurements are of the interior .371
• The source material of neptunesimals, which would allow the D/H ratio to be used to372
infer bulk ice abundance.373
The simplest interpretation based on current observations and models is that Neptune is a374
rock giant, i.e., Neptune formed with more rock than ice (Figure 4). However, under different375
assumptions both ice and rock giant interpretations are possible.376
(d) Extension to Uranus377
While this paper has focused on Neptune, similar arguments could also be made for Uranus. The378
D/H ratios are very similar on Uranus (D/H=4.4±0.4⇥10 5) and Neptune (D/H=4.1±0.4⇥10 5)379
[24], suggesting a similar O/H enrichment if Uranus’ interior is fully mixed. The tropospheric380
methane abundance on Uranus is also ⇠2–4% [102,103], suggesting a similar C/H enrichment.381
Many hydrocarbons have also been observed in Uranus’ atmosphere [104], but not CS. The382
main difference in observed atmospheric composition between Uranus and Neptune that has383
relevance to the interior structure is the measured CO abundance. Uranus’ stratospheric CO is384
⇠8±1 ppb [105], which is much lower abundance than Neptune’s ⇠1 ppm. CO has not been385
detected at all in Uranus’ troposphere, with a 3  upper limit of <2.1 ppb [31], again much lower386
than Neptune’s ⇠0.1 ppm. Therefore, the case for a rock giant is in fact simpler for Uranus as387
there is no requirement to dredge up CO from a strongly oxygen enriched interior to explain the388
tropospheric composition. The lack of tropospheric CO could then be explained by either: lack of389
a large cometary impact in the rock giant case; or by reduced tropospheric convection in the ice390
giant case, as inferred from the low emitted infrared flux [78]. The D/H ratio is again the strongest391
argument in favour of the rock giant scenario, although as for Neptune, for this to have relevance392
to the interior requires a well mixed fluid envelope [9,24].393
4. Conclusion394
Current observational constraints from fundamental physical properties are consistent with both395
ice and rock giant interpretations of Neptune’s internal structure. Further constraints are available396
from observations of the atmosphere, which we consider in this paper, but it is difficult to397
definitively interpret these measurements in terms of the planetary bulk composition because398
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interpretation strongly depends on model assumptions or physical and chemical processes that399
are not fully understood. In addition, measured abundances are likely influenced by “pollution”400
from recent comet impact(s), which makes the problem even more challenging. Therefore,401
observations of Neptune’s atmosphere are somewhat ambiguous and can support either model,402
depending on what is assumed during the interpretation.403
Abundant tropospheric CO has previously been used to argue a preference for the ice giant404
interpretation, with extreme internal O/H enrichments of >250, but on closer inspection the405
evidence for CO at pressures above a few bar is not convincing. Such a model would also most406
likely require incomplete interior mixing during formation to explain Neptune’s low atmospheric407
D/H ratio.408
Cometary CO and reduced upper tropospheric mixing provides an alternative explanation409
for Neptune’s CO profile, and is consistent with arguments based on the observed lapse rate410
and photochemical model comparisons. This could favour a rock giant interpretation, formed411
from rock-ice mixtures with similar properties to present day solar system objects, resulting in412
O/H enrichments similar to C/H. This has the advantage of reconciling Neptune’s CO and D/H413
measurements and using known ice sources.414
A similar case can also be made for Uranus being a rock giant. The case for Uranus is in fact415
more straight forward, as there is no observed tropospheric CO requiring an explanation, either416
in terms of highly enriched O/H or external cometary source.417
Definitively distinguishing between ice and rock giant scenarios on Uranus and Neptune418
will require a dedicated future mission with orbiter and entry probe elements [28,29,106]. A419
key measurement to make with such a probe would be the CO profile down to at least 10 bar420
from a mass spectrometer. However, both CO and N2 have a molecular mass of 28, making421
this a difficult observation. N2 is also predicted to be an important disequilibrium quenched422
constituent being dredged up from the deep atmosphere, so any instrumentation on an in situ423
Neptune/Uranus probe would need some way of distinguishing CO from N2 [26,30], which was424
not possible with the mass spectrometer included on the Galileo probe to Jupiter [107]. If such a425
CO measurement were possible, it would provide a more definitive measure of Neptune’s O/H426
enrichment. Such a measurement is not possible from Earth as even the deepest sounding CO 1-0427
line can be interpreted in multiple ways and may only be sensitive to a few bar, which is not far428
enough into the well mixed region to be representative. Measurements of the noble gases are also429
essential for constraining formation scenarios, but are currently unconstrained as they require430
in-situ measurement. Neon is soluble in liquid helium so may be depleted, but argon, krypton,431
and xenon are not so can be used to determine neptunesimal composition, in particular they can432
distinguish between icy planetestimals, clathrates, and ice line formation scenarios [26].433
It would be essential to complement any probe measurements with orbital mapping to provide434
global context. Observations of Jupiter with Juno show that internally sourced species can be435
highly variable to high pressures of ⇠10 bar or more [70,71], suggesting the troposphere on436
Neptune/Uranus may not be well mixed compositionally [106]. Orbital mapping of deep CO437
at Neptune would be challenging and require a very high specification sub-mm sounder that was438
carefully designed to be sensitive to deep abundance. Orbital measurements would also vastly439
improve constraints on fundamental physical properties, particularly high order gravitational440
coefficients, which can be used to constrain internal structure [9,70,108], and the magnetic field441
structure and origin.442
Uranus and Neptune’s interiors remain a mystery that urgently requires a new mission to443
solve. This will not only reveal the formation and evolution of these enigmatic worlds, but will444
also unlock new insights into our solar system’s evolution.445
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